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SEARCHING FOR FOOD IN THE ANT MYRMICA RUBRA (L.)
(HYMENO?T-ERA; FORMICTDAO _ HOW rO OpTrMrzE,/

BÁLINT MARKTI, KLÁRA KISs2

probabiJities of discovering new food sources.

Introduction. For all animals, regardless of whether they are solitary or socíal,
1he search for and exploitatron of food sources constifute the má3or par1 of their time-
budget as well as energy expenditure [], 20]. Thus for decades one of the main
problems to solve for scientists has been how arnmals adjust their foraging stoategy to
the changing environmental conditions in order to maximize the rate ofbenefits l,"ir.r,
costs [18], or in other words, how they choose the optimal stoategy.

Foraging strategies in insect societies are considered. to be evolutionary
responses that seek to maximize collective efÍiciency in food retrieval Il1]. From an
adaptive perspective, the more flexible the foraging behavior, the more readily social
entities may adjust to environmental changes [20], Ants are considered to be central
place foragers [1, 10], as such they do not consume their Íbod where they find it, but
carry it back to the nest, oq depending on the quality and quantity of food source, they
can exploit it in group using recruitment to the food source. As exception there are
certain species which forage individually.

Recent sfudies on foraginig in ants have mainly Íbcused on topics like the
accuracy of communication and the self-organizing pattems which emerge during foraging
f5,'7, 9, 10, 15, 1'7, I9l, the individual basis of the .,colonial stuategy" [4, g_10, 14], how
arÍs deal with competitors [3, 6, 74], the influence of food quality and quantity on the
applied strategy Í4,6,1|,12, 15,20], the inÍluence ofcolonial characterislics [2, 16],
or abiotic factors [ 12].

The majority of the studies are focusing only on the behaviour of the
individuals after having discovered a food SouÍce, and the problem ofhow to search
optimally is being rreglected. It seems though obvious that the succes of a foraging trip
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should very much depend on the efficiency of the searching stoategy [20], The role of
the searching strategy is especially emphasized in non-territorial ant species, where the
presence of other colonies constifutes a permanent threat, thus the general rule is: the
sooneÍ you find, the higher the probability of keeping it is' Another general constrain1
which acts on the searching strategy is the ielativety 1ow nuÁber of foraging
individuals decreasing the possibility of searching every spot equally at the same trme.

We proposed the sfudy of the searching strategy of a non-territorial, ancl
widespread ant species' Myrmica rubra (L.)' This speciei is very coÍnmon rn oak or
mixed forests in European lowlands, but i1 also occurs at hrgher aliituaes in marshlancls
or pastures. 'Ihe colonies have no permanent food sources like aphid colonies, but the
specles uses group lecrurtment to food sources.

our main obj9ctive is to investigate the spaío-temporal pattern of foraging
individuals around colonies of Myrmica rubra in natural field conditions. It seems
obvious that the diÍTerences among the number of individuals observed on specific
plots can be regarded as differences among the probabilities of discoverrng new food
sources. flre basic assumption is, that it is the colony's interest to fin<l any possible food.
SouÍce in the vicinrty' as soon as possible [1i]. This implies the even coverage of the
surroundings by searching individuals, in space, and time, as well. obviously, during
this study we can't exclude from observations ind.ividuals from other coirspecifii
colonies (that would be pracücally impossible without major disfurbance), but we
consider that tlrrs .noise' in the obtlained dAta is not diminishing the pos'iúinty or u
good approximation of the applied stuategy. The following hypothesis aie considered:

(a) The number of searching individuals decreases wilh distance from the
colony, due to the increasing cost of travel, thus the probability of discovering a food.
source around a colony decreases with distance. This should stand when the óolonies
are not aggtegated, which means that mainly colony members can be observecl searchins.
When colonies arc aggregated t}re probability of interfemng is higher, which .u.,,á
lack of relationship betweennumber of individuals and distance.

(b) Th,, probabilities of discovering a food souÍce are equal for every plot
around a colony lying atthe same distance.

(c) If there are differenoes in the flux of rndividuals around a colony, these
differences should not be constant, there should be shifts in differencos, such as the
probabilities of discovering new food sources would equalize over agreater time period.

Materials and Methods.

1. Experimental setup. In order to assess in a more precise way the spatio-
temporal pattern of Myrmica rubra tndividuals around the colonres the Íbllowins
experimental setup r.vas used.

Eight rectangular observation plots (19x19 cm) are put up around each colony
(Fig 1.). Four plots forrn a so-called inner circle (plots no. r, z, 3,4), ttreir centoe is 0,5 m
from the boundary of the colony. The other four plols form an outer circle (plots no. 5,
6, 7, 8), and their centre is 1,5 m from the boundary of the colony. The plots of'the outer
and of the inner cncle do not overlap.The location of the first sample plot is selected.
rarrdom]y. The other plots are arranged in accordance with the Íirst one on the basis of
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the following rules: (a) inner circle: axis 1-3 crossing the2-4 axis with 90o in the centre
of the colony; (b) outer circle: axis 5-7 crossing the 6-8 axis with 90o in the centre of
the colony; (c) the axis of the outer and inner circle are crossing each other with an
angle of 45o in the centre of the colony

The observations were carríed out in three periods: (1.) from 800 to 1|oo,(2.)
from 12a0 to 1620, (3.) from r7z0 to 2100. In each period each plot was verified in every
20 minutes 1 minute long, thus each period consisted of 11-11 observations for each
plot, which means 33 data for one plot, and 264 data for one colony. During the
observations the number and the species of occuring ants is registered.

The temperature of the ground is recorded in the sun and in the shade (or - in
the case of colonies from forest - temperature on the litter layeq and under the litter layer),
as well as the relative air humidity above the soil surface for every observation series.

F i g.1. The location of observation plots around the studied colony.

2. Field conditions. Eight colonies were selected for this study. Four colonies
were located at Bezdin (Rumania, Arad county) at the margin of a Aceri-Fraxinetum
forest, and fourcolonies were located in the surroundings of the city of Cluj-Napoca
(Rumania, Cluj county) inside of a Carpineto-Quercetum forest. The observations were
carried out in July 2000 at Bezdin, and in September 2000 at Cluj. Nothing was altered
during the observations around the colonies, in order to exclude any possibility of
extemal influence on the ant activity. The studied colonies were separated by more than
7 meters from each other, thus any possibílity of interference of the data is excluded.
However, there were other conspecific colonies present in the surroundings of the studíed
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ones.,. but as the purpose of this study was to investigate the foraging patterns under naturalconditions, which also invo.lv9s the-presence of otlier 
"o*p""iff 

8oío-es, t}tese ooloniesrvere not removed' As such tlre observations 
{o not include only indiviáu"r, u"r""g'"gto the studied colonies (the marking of,every forager *u. pru"ti"utty rmpossibre, an6 itwould have constituted'also a major distuibanc"), b.'t Myrmi"o rubra Ádlvrduals ingeneral present around the studiediolonies.

3' Data analysis. The number of individuals for each observation time wassummarized (n:33) and then these datasets were taken into consid.eration to 
"o-por"the dynamics of the ants at the ,trvo sample sites (Cluj *a g""Ctr). Th"r" two d.atasetsare of normal distribution (Kolmogoro,,-s*i'''o,.-teJt; Bezdin:És a:o.to27,p:n,,s,,;

Cluj: K-S d=0,1626, p:n.s.), thus the Pearson correlation coefficient could be used Íbrthe comparison.
The possible influence of the recorded external

ants was evaluated with the help of stepwise multiple
same two datasets on anls as before.

factors on the achvity of Íhe
regressron analysis using the

The differences between the number of the individuals in the inner and outercircle were evaluated using Mann-Whitney U-test. The number of individuals weresummarized for the inner respectively the öuter circle for each observation time, an6then compared for every colony.

, The equality of distribution of the number of foragers among the plots was
tested using Kruskall-Wallís non-parametric ANoVA. The iwo diÍTerent 

"i,.."l", 
*","handled separately in order trvo exclude the effect ofdistance.

Speafinan rank-correlation was used to assess the constancy ofthe differences
among plots in the number of foraging individuals. Dataseries of eaóh observation time
were cor:related for eachperiod (11 dataseries in every period, 3 periods in a day) in
case of every colony. The proportion of significant positie 

"o.,"lutio,, "oefficients 
ías

th91 .calcul-ate1 ffiiog accounl of t}re maximum po''ibl" positive signrÍicant correlations'
which is 55 for each period in an ideal situation. If this propori'ion is high, than we
considered that tlre differences are relaüvely constant, 

"''d 
ti'*'" is a prJdii""tion to

search specicific spots or in specific directions.
The distribution paltern of the ants over the whole d.ay was analysed wrth the

help of the Shannon.Wiener enfuopy (log2). Whole day data*é," ,.,*o,.1zed. for eaoh
plot, than the entropy values were calculatod for each colony. The higher this value rs
the higher the homogeneity of the distribution of individuals is over whole clay period.

Itre statistical analysis were carried out with the help of Statistica for ffindows
computer program [21].

Results"
l. Dynamics and background factors. The number of the indrviduals was

summarized for each observation period separately for the two sample sites @ezdin,anrl Cluj-Napoca) (Irig.2'). There was no signiÍicant correlation behveen the two d.ata-
sets (Pearson r:0,1089, n:33). This result is consislent with the clear differences in the
shapes of activity curves of ants at the two sites. In the case of the Bezdrn site there are
two peaks: (1.) the largest in morning and before noon, (2.) a much smaller in the
evening, Between them there is a plateau with minimum values in the middle of the
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day. These peaks are not present at the ciuj site, were the dynamics shows a more or
less linear shape, without any major fluctuations.
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F i g. 2. Dynamics of the ants at Bezdin, and Ctuj.
These differences in pattern also indicate differences in the strensht of

relationship to possible background factors. The temperature and relative air rruáiidity
data allows the identification of some possible abiotió influencing factors regarding the
dynamics of ant activity. The relationship between these factors u]tO ttt. number of ant,
was studied by the use of stepwise multiple regression analysis. The results (Table l)
indicate a signíficant relationship between the dynamics and the background factorí
only in the case of Bezdin. Neither öf the factors óhow significant relatio-nship with the
number of individuals at the Cluj site' It is obvious thaiin the case of a móre closed
habitat, as a forest, the effect of these factors is diminished, as their variation is much
smaller then in an open habitat like the margin of a forest. In the case of Bezdin it
seems that the temperature in the sun is the most important factor whereas the relative
air humidity is the lea.st iTp:.tpl. The temperature values are negatively correlating
with the number of individuals (Fig. 3.a,), the relative air humidity i-s posiíively relateó
to the changes in ant number (Fíg. 3.b.).

2. Spatial Evenness of DistributÍon. The results of the Mann-Whitney U-test
(Table 2) show that in the majority of the colonies (6 out of 8) there are sisnificant
differences between the number of foragers in the inner and outer circle. In thJse cases
the number of ants ís higher in the immediate vicínity of the colony than at more
distant plots (Fig. 4.). However.in one case (colony no.-Z at Cluj) this ielation is quite
the opposite. It is worth noticing that in the case of those two colonies wheré no
differences were found between the inner and the outer circle, the median values of
both the inner and outer circles are high (9 vs" 5, and 5 vs. 5) suggesting that the
density of the individuals (and probably of the colonies) is also high in these óases.
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F i g. 3. Relation between the no. ofindividuals and external factors around the colonies at
Bezdin: a.) no. of ants vs. temperature in the Sun, b.) no. oÍ ants vs. relative air humidity

The analysis of the equal distribution of the number of individuals among plots
of the same circle was carried out by Kruskall-Wallis non-parametric ANOVA (Ta6íe 3).
Surprisingly the results show that there are signiÍicant dif.ferences among the plots of
the inner circle in the majority of the cases (6 out of 8), whereas equality JtandJmainly
for the outer circle (6 out of8).
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Tabte I
Stepwise mu|tÍple regression analysis for the no. of ants at Bezdin resp. C|uj sample sites.
Indepenrlent variables: (t) temperature in the sun (Bezdin) / on the liiler rayer (ir"i), (z)
temperature in the shade (Bezdin) / und.er the litÚer layer (Cluj), (3) relative air numiaitv

on the litter under the litter humidity (%) (df1=3, dÍ2=291
lJezdin

CIuj

-0  423 'í++ -0 .321*  * 0.2'74*

0.856, n.s .
68.1.7.J,k**,r

1 .456,  n .s .1.053, n.s .  -0.561, n.s
0.86

0.04
*p< 0.05, **p<0.01, ***p< 0.001, ****p<0.0001

Table 2
Mann-Whitney U-test of the no. of individuals in the inner circle vs. outer circle (rq=f31.

Kelation inner vs. outer Colony median; mediano Z

0
a

í
I

I

-2.692**
_4.009****
-4.259****
-6.359****

1.
)
3.
4.

I
I
z
6

Bezdin

1.
2.
J .

4.

5
8
9
5

.5

J

5
5

-2.416*
_3.710x**

n.s.
n.s.

x p< 0. 0 5, * * p< 0. 0 l, * * * p< 0. 00 l, **'* * p< 0. 000 I

Table 3
Comparison of the number of ants at the plots of the inner, and of

the outer circle (Kruskall-Watlis, 11 = 33, k = 4, df = 3)

Colony Inner circle Outer circle
Cluj

xz= 2.58,"." 
-- l= 

9.005*1.
z.
3.
4.

X,2 = 5.093, n.s.
,(2 = 9.063*

12 = 1.0ó28, n.s '
y2=7.615,n.s .

x z=4 .919 ,ns .
X2=2.33'/ ,n.s .

:21.057***

' = 66.262**** z=4 .4 ' 77 ,n . s .

12= 13.561i* 
--= 

= 2.933, o*1 .
7

3.
4.

12 = 34.353****

x2 = !0.946*
2 = 71.314*

Bezdin

*p <0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, ****p<0.000
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F i g. 4. The number of individuals in the inner vs. the outer circle at the 2'd colony at
Bezdin (Mann-Whitney U-test, ni,,: j3, z:-3.j70, p<0.001).

A very weak constancy can be found on the basis of the spearman rank
corelation coefficients (Table 4). As a conclusion the differences among the plots in
the number of ants during one observation period are not in the least constant, túere are
shifts in the magnítude of the flux.

Table 4
Number of significant (p<0.05, n:l1) positive Spearman rank-correlatÍon
coefficients between observation series for the three observation period at

each colony, and their proportion (see expl. in the text)

Colony Observation Period

a a

1 8

a,

f

. t  ín'u
C

o
;^

-2

- l -  
Min-Max

ffiffil Quarti|es - 25Ú/o-75n/o
Inner c i rc le Outer c i rc le r  Median

Circ les

-.t-

1't period 2nd period 3'd period

Cluj
l .
)
3.
4.

0
4 (7.2%)
7 (r2.7%)

t (r.8%)
4 (72%)
r (r.8%)

3 (5 4%)
3 (5.4%)
8 (r4.s%)

Bezdin

1.,,

J .

4.

3 (s.4%)
6 (r0.e%)
3 (s.4%)

4 (7.2%)
r0 (18.2%)
t (1.8%)

8 (r4.s%)
4 (7.2%)
4 (7.2%)
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fhe shannon-wiener entropy values (Table 5.) show a hlch equitability of the
ditribution of individuals around each colony. The evenness is al-so very high, which
proves that when considering the whole day period the d.ifÍbronc., i' th".spatial
distribution of ants seem to diminish.

Table 5
shannon-wiener entropy values (n=g) and their evenness for each colony.

Whole-day sum of Íhe number of ants considered. for each plot.
Colony ffi Evenness(70)
Cl"j

1 .
2.
-t.

4.

2.69
2.8'1
2.69
2.29

0.89
0.95
0 .89
0.16

Bezdin

1 .
2.
J .

4.

2 .88
2.',l8
2.93
2.88

0.9ó
0.92
0.9'7
0.96

DÍscussions. As it was predicted, individuals are generaly more abrurdant in Íhe
ücinity of the colony, which suggests that t}rere are certlain oogaps'' betwoen the colonies'
This also implies ttrat the probabilrty of discovering a food ro,t 

"" 
is higtrer nearby the

colony. However, it is obvious that in this case the probability of the occurrence of a new
food source is lower, due to the higher searching ratre. As ants are the ants own best
competit.ors Il3], inthis case Myrtnica rubra,s strongest competitor is itsetf [Markó & Kiss
unpubl'1. Whrle competitron is considered to be one of the main influencrng factors of
foragrng strategy [ 16, 18, 20] it is appealing to think that there is a tade-off between the
efÍiciency of searching for new sources' and avoicling intraspecific corrÍlicl' Stayrng closer
to the colony would decrease the probabiiity of finding new sowc€s' though it *o,,l.í -"un
higher safef by decreasing the probability of running into a member of a rival colony. As
Irlerbers and Choiniere [16] show, indrviduals of a small colony should avoid any
possibility of oonÍlicts, due to the fact thal the colony has a relatively low number of
available foragers. In our case Myrmica rubrahas relatively small colonies [2], and the
observed no. of searching rndividuals peÍ one observation time is generally low: around 5,
or evel1 less (Table 2)' .fhese would lead us to agree to t}re above hypothesis, however Íhete
rnight be a more simple explanation: in not trunk toarling ants (where no constanl food
sources, as aphid colonies, occur) the more distant a semching individuals reaches without a
reward, the higher the probabrlity of retuming to the nest is. In úrrs case 1he avoidance of
rntraspecific aggressive interacüons is a mere positive sfule-effect. The increase in the
probability of aggression seems to stand (Markó, not publ.) in the case of those colonies
where no significant difference could be found rn the disfoibution of individuals between
Íhe irrner and outer circle.
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There are clear differences among the plots, especially at Íhose of the inner oircle.This makes sense on the basis of the followii'g rógió Ju"í tr'" rugh* fi;í";"y ;iforagers the possibility of differences is highei, tJo, i1 tlr" in rer circle. It is worlhmenlon1g lhat as we could see, the distant plots are less t"q"""tfy searche6, t t t *
:qua]ly' Thus -lhe probabilites rrf discovering á new food ,ou."Jo" not equal in the samet-ime 91os9 to the nes! whereag rn di9tun! piois seem to equalize. We could easily concl'dethat in the above presented tad'e-ofl situation uffi m" avoidance of ;gg.;r;it;

de1cy to spalial equality is ttre thirúpaÍ' As
essive interactions would decrease ttre effort

!T#T::il9".''l'Hlin1,iff "TTJ,#:
Differences among plors 9an o" *::5 fr"*ffif*.*ces, as it *u, *.,gg"lt"o

by Beckers ct aL. [2] for mostly rndividually foraging *1", tt,",,, in ttris case, we-íould.
expect these differences to stabilize tn time, This would occur in th. p."r"rr." of stable, butqualitatively-quantitatively different food sources, as well, which tten could cause ólear
and stable differences 

1mong the foraging tails [5, 
,7,70,z}],this 

eÍfectberng already
demonstaúed for severalant species. The lack of aconstancy in differences is suglested bythe low proportion of sigrrificant positive rank-correlation coáfficients.

In the event of an ideal {b."g^g stategy the equal cover of every plot shodrl beexpecÚecl, which in thi's case is clearly not supported, especially by 1hosó from the inner
circle, Deneubourg et al. I7t suggests that rarulomness can be a suitable reply to
unpredtctabilrty, which is mostly valid in the case of unstable food" sources. Accord"ing to
s..ü" rnequal cover could we|l be caused by the random variation irr srrnple -d'*.T,;
clecisions, of where to leave the colony, As there are no spatial preferences,-and there are
shifb rn the differences among plots, we could expect that.the friquency or,ro.ug",. .ouiá
become 1|lost equal over .graatsr time penod ón the basis of the previous tgic' The
Shannon-Wiener entopy value's suggest ürat ttrese frequencies become clo'" to 

"ffi 
wr,*

considering at a larger time-scale, like a day. It seems more to evoke such a rule
of thumb than hypotyhesing the existsnce of a colony-|éiel-oryaruzurg 

"",,t," 
*hi"h

controls ttre equalization of discovery probabilities. The diff"t*o".Jbetween the ideal and
real drstributron pattetn (see Shannon-Wiener evenness values) are reasonable, and could.
well be caused by differences in the abundance at the rnner and 6uter circle

Complex foragrng stategies could result simply from the rnterplay between rules
of thumb zrnd self-organizing prooesses [7, 9]. In this case a major rule of t]rumb woukl be
the followrng: the deoision which mea to search could simply be Aetermined by the reward
experielcl of the previous area, as well as by the probabilily-of meeting an antfrom a rival
colony' l.hough the above rule on the effect of previous iniormaüon is- generally accepted
for indiviilually foraging anls [ 10] we consicler it to be worth testing in Í}r" case-of species
where individuals search ftx food solitarily, but then (depending on ttre size and nature of
source) exploit it together, Ttls is the case of Myrmica rubra.

It-is intcresting to see that the paltems of foraging anls are not the same in the case
of each colony, which suggests, that tlrere could te a óe,rtain colonial ..rndividuality'' of the
alnhea seerching stategies, however i1s extent is not knowq and it should also bj studied.
The causes of this individuality could be the changes in ant community composition, or
changes in the exten1 ofaggregation ofconspecific cólonies.
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Conclusions- 1. The nurnber of individuals is generally higher in the vicinit-v
of the colony. Thus ihe probability of the occurence of a new food souÍce is low (due
to the high discovery probability), but the probabilrty of avoiding an intraspeciÍic
conflict is high.

2. The foraging individuals are not distributed evenly among the plots of the
inner circle, but they are diskibuted everrly in the plots of the óűer circle.

3. The differences among the plots are not constant, as such fhere are no spatial
preforences, These differences are drminishing when considenng greator time periods, 1ke
a day, and tlre food discovery probabilities become almost equal foi every plot. 

-

4. The general features of the foraging pattern of the Myrmica rubra ants
around their colonies can be explained by some rules of thumb, Lke conflict avoidance,
and the effect of previous reward experiences. The interactions of these factors on the
level of the individual could be at the base of the observed colony level pattern.
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